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**Disclaimer**

All natural stone products have variations in size and color. The information included in this brochure are average size, color and weight.

All packaging information is based on average per unit of measure sold. Ayers Supply, Inc. is not responsible for any differences in size, color, and/or packaging information.

Everlast Quality Natural Stone™ is a registered trademark of Ayers Supply, Inc. Use of this trademark is prohibited by law.

Reproduction of this brochure, in whole or in part, is prohibited without written authorization from Ayers Supply, Inc.
Ayers Supply, Inc. is a second generation company, based in Clarks Summit, PA, that has been in the natural stone business for over 30 years. Our mission is to continually improve to meet our customer and future customer needs by diversifying our products and services. We market our product line under the Everlast Quality Natural Stone™ label. We inventory in excess of 40 acres of natural stone consisting of over 100 different items available in multiple types, colors and sizes of both domestic and imported natural stone.

Our people are the foundation of our strength and success. By complimenting the skillsets of everyone involved in the company and the assets the company provides in its entirety, we are able to provide a wholesome reflection of the core values of which our success is based upon. This is fostered and orchestrated by our leader, Nanette Ayers. In order to market and sell the quality products of our company, that same quality needs to be acquired, harnessed and applied through our company's lifeline: it's people. Starting from the top, Nanette's experience and knowledge allows for her to not only attract quality people and clients, but it provides an environment in which these people can grow, learn and be successful in dealing with employees, customers and prospective clients in a joined effort and partnership. Having 30 years at the helm, her core focuses have boosted the company to be regarded as one of the premiere sources for high-quality products and a company that is known for its loyalty and relationship with its clientele nationally.

DRONE VIEW OF YARD
EverLast Natural Stone™

WALLSTONE

AVAILABLE BUT NOT SHOWN: DUSTY ROSE (1”-3”)

^ - SANDY TAUPE, MAPLE CREEK & DUSTY ROSE HAVE LIMITED AVAILABILITY DURING THE YEAR

SUNRISE MTN 2”-4”

POCONO BLEND 2”-4”

SANDY TAUPE 1”-3”

MAPLE CREEK 2”-4”

INDIANA LIMESTONE SNAPPED DRYWALL

INDIANA LIMESTONE TUMBLED DRYWALL

CANYON GREY CUT DRYWALL

RUSTIC BUFF CUT DRYWALL

AVAILABLE BUT NOT SHOWN: DUSTY ROSE (1”-3”)

^ - SANDY TAUPE, MAPLE CREEK & DUSTY ROSE HAVE LIMITED AVAILABILITY DURING THE YEAR
EverLast Natural Stone™

WALLSTONE

GRANITE

CASTLETON 1”-4”

CHESTER 3”-6”

OLD CHESTER 1”-4”

**ALSO AVAILABLE IN 3-6”

RETAIL PACKS

BLACK REGENCY 1”-3”

DOVE GREY 1”-3”

CHOCOLATE GREY 1”-3”

CATAWBA BROWN 1”-3”

EMERALD GREY 1”-3”

AVAILABLE BUT NOT SHOWN: MOJAVE RETAIL PACK
NOCHE DARK TRAVERTINE
ELLA SCABOS TRAVERTINE
BLUE MARBLE
AFYON ICE MARBLE

PORCELAIN LEDGE

AVORIO
BEIGE
GRIGIO
BROWN

**NOTE: CORNERS ARE AVAILABLE.**
EverLast Natural Stone™

THIN VENEER | BUILDING STONE

THIN VENEER

BLACK REGENCY  CATAWBA BROWN  CHOCOLATE GREY

DOVE GREY  EMERALD GREY  MOJAVE

**NOTE: CORNERS ARE AVAILABLE.**
AVAILABLE BUT NOT SHOWN:
CASTLETON GRANITE
BUILDING STONE

BLACK REGENCY
CATAWBA BROWN
CHOCOLATE GREY

DOVE GREY
EMERALD GREY
MOJAVE

CHESTER
OLD CHESTER
EverLast Natural Stone™

THIN VENEER | BUILDING STONE

DESIGNER SERIES THIN SAWN VENEER

**NOTE: CORNERS ARE AVAILABLE.**

- SHERBROOKE CASTLE
- SHERBROOKE RISE
- KENDRICK CASTLE
- CASABLANCA CASTLE
- CAPPuccINO CASTLE
- CAPPuccINO MOSAIC
- ELKHART MOUNTAIN MOSAIC
- ELKHART MOUNTAIN CASTLE
- ELKHART MOUNTAIN RISE
- AUBREY GOLD LEDGE

[Images of stone samples and a house showcasing stone cladding]
*AVAILABLE BUT NOT SHOWN:
PACIFIC BLUE MIST
ROCKFACED

PIER CAPS

PACIFIC BROWN WAVE
ROCKFACED

INDIANA LIMESTONE
SNAPPED

SOUTH PACIFIC BLUE
ROCKFACED

PACIFIC LIGHT BLUE
ROCKFACED

GARDEN PATH

CHOCOLATE GREY

COLONIAL GREY

DOVE GREY

DUSTY ROSE

EMERALD GREY

LAUREL MOUNTAIN

MOJAVE
MONGOLIAN FLAMED SLABS

COLONIAL GREY SLABS

NATURAL FIELDSTONE SLABS

LAUREL MOUNTAIN SLABS

OLD CHESTER GRANITE SLABS

NATURAL FIELDSTONE RISER

COLONIAL GREY RISER

*AVAILABLE IN 6-8" OR 8-10"

LAUREL MOUNTAIN RISER

GREY GRANITE STEPS

PACIFIC BLUE MIST GRANITE STEPS

CANYON GREY STEPS
CANYON GREY SLABS
CANYON GREY OUTCROPPING
CANYON GREY CHUNKS
RUSTIC BUFF SLABS
RUSTIC BUFF OUTCROPPING BENCH
RUSTIC BUFF CHUNKS
EverLast Natural Stone™

PATIO STONE

STANDING IRREGULARS

- DUSTY ROSE
- PA FLAGSTONE
- PA FLAGSTONE (LILAC)
- PA FLAGSTONE (TUMBLED)
- SANDY TAUPE
- LAUREL MOUNTAIN
- LAUREL MOUNTAIN (THERMAL)
PATIO STONE

RETAIL STANDING IRREGULARS

MT. RANGE
PA FLAGSTONE
CHOCOLATE GREY
DOVE GREY
EMERALD GREY
MOJAVE

OLD CHESTER GRANITE
EverLast Natural Stone™

PATIO STONE

SOUTH PACIFIC BLUESTONE  PACIFIC LIGHT BLUE  PACIFIC BROWN WAVE

PACIFIC CAPPuccino  PACIFIC ESPRESSO  BLUE MIST GRANITE

ABBEY BROOK INDIAN SANDSTONE  BLUE ICE INDIAN SANDSTONE  FOSSIL INDIAN SANDSTONE
PATIO STONE

RAINBOW
INDIAN SANDSTONE

TEAKWOOD
INDIAN SANDSTONE

MALIBU BUFF
INDIAN SANDSTONE

PA BLUESTONE
TRUE BLUE THERMAL

PA BLUESTONE
FULL COLOR THERMAL

PA BLUESTONE
FULL COLOR NATURAL CLEFT

PA BLUESTONE
TUMBLED PAVERS
EverLast Natural Stone™

PATIO STONE

TRAVERTINE PAVERS

WALNUT TRAVERTINE
(ANTIQUED)

OXFORD WHITE TRAVERTINE
(ANTIQUED)

OXFORD SILVER TRAVERTINE
(ANTIQUED)

ELLA SCABOS TRAVERTINE
(ANTIQUED)

GOLD TRAVERTINE
(ANTIQUED)

ANTICO TRAVERTINE
(ANTIQUED)
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PORCELAIN SERIES

2 CM, 20” X 40” TILES

ALPINE WHITE

DARK

DESERT

MOON

DUST

SAND

SILVER

SMOKEY

SUNSET

WHITE

2 CM, 24” X 24” TILES

IVORY

CITY GREY

BLACK

WALNUT

SOFT CREAM

RUSTIC WHITE

PIETRA GREY

RUSTIC GRIGIO

NOTE: BULLNOSING (MITERED & FULL BULLNOSE) IS AVAILABLE IN ALL PORCELAIN TILES AND COLORS UPON REQUEST
**EverLast Natural Stone™**

**PORCELAIN SERIES**

2 CM, 32" X 32" CEMENT LOOK TILES

ANTHRACITE

AVORIO

GRIGIO

2 CM, ANTIQUED 16" X 32” TILES

BELGISCH GRANITE

QUARTZITE MIX
EverLast Natural Stone™

PORCELAIN SERIES

DRIVEWAY PAVERS

BLUESTONE DARK
BLUESTONE GREY
ORIENTE
PIETRA BARGE
QUARTIZE

CARPINO
ROVERE SABBIA
ROVERE IMPERO

2 CM, WOOD-LOOK
**PORCELAIN SERIES**

**MODULAR PATTERN**

**ASH**

**COAL**

**METAL**

**SANDSTONE**

*4 SIZE MODULAR PATTERN*

**DARK GREY**

**LIGHT GREY**

*3 SIZE MODULAR PATTERN*

**PEDESTAL ADJUSTABLE SYSTEM**

**SLOPE ADJUSTER** 0% - 5%

**PEDESTAL E5** 2 3/8” - 4 1/8”

**PEDESTAL E3** 1 1/8” - 1 5/8”

**PEDESTAL E6** 3 1/2” - 7”

**SLOPE ADJUSTER** 7” - 12 5/8”
EverLast Natural Stone™

BELGIUM BLOCK

GREY JUMBO

GREY REGULAR

GREY CUBE

PINK JUMBO

PINK REGULAR

PINK MINI CUBE

BLACK JUMBO

BLACK REGULAR

BLACK MINI CUBE
BELGIUM BLOCK

GREY MINI CUBE

GREY LANDSCAPE PAVER

BUFF JUMBO

BUFF REGULAR

YELLOW JUMBO

YELLOW REGULAR
EverLast Natural Stone™

BAGGED GRAVELS

DECORATIVE GRAVELS

ALL-PURPOSE SAND

AUTUMN RED 3/8"

AUTUMN RED 3/4"

BLUE MOUNTAIN PATIO SCREENING

BLUE MOUNTAIN SUB BASE

BLUE MOUNTAIN 1/2"

BLUE MOUNTAIN 3/4"

BRICK NUGGETS 1"

DELAWARE RIVER 3/8"
**EverLast Natural Stone™**

**BAGGED GRAVELS**

**DELAWARE RIVER**
- 3/4"

**DELAWARE RIVER**
- 1"-2"

**FLORAL PINK**
- 3/4"

**FLORAL PINK**
- 1 1/2"

**MARBLE CHIP**
- 1/2"

**MARBLE CHIP**
- 1"

**MARBLE CHIP**
- 1 1/4"

**MARYLAND RIVER**
- 1/2"

**MARYLAND RIVER**
- 3/4"
EverLast Natural Stone™

BAGGED GRAVELS

MARYLAND RIVER
2-4"

MYSTIC ROSE
1/2"

MYSTIC ROSE
3/4"

PATIO BASE

PLAY SAND

POCONO RIVER
3/8"

POCONO RIVER
3/4"

POCONO RIVER
1"-3"

SOUTHERN GOLD
1/2"
EverLast Natural Stone™

**BAGGED GRAVELS**

**DECORATIVE GRAVELS**

- **MEXICAN BEACH RED**
  - 1”-2”

- **MEXICAN BEACH BUFF**
  - 1/2”-1”

- **MEXICAN BEACH BUFF**
  - 1”-2”

- **FLOWEROCK**
  - **HIGH RED**
    - 1”

- **FLOWEROCK SLATE BLACK**
  - 1”

- **RECYCLED GLASS**
  - **SARATOGA**
    - 1/4”

- **RECYCLED GLASS GREEN**
  - 1/4”

- **RECYCLED GLASS BROWN**
  - 1/4”
**The full line of ARDEX products are now available through Ayers Supply. Below are the most popular products.

Note: grout and caulk available in 35 colors
2020 Open House Dates:
Wednesday, Sept. 30th
Thursday, Oct. 1st
Friday, Oct. 2nd
STAFF DIRECTORY

ARCHITECTURAL SALES

MATT HAAK
C: (570) 862-9470
EMAIL: MATT@AYERSSUPPLY.COM

ZACK KELLEHER
O: (570) 587-1318 ext 225
C: (570) 702-9012
EMAIL: ZACK@AYERSSUPPLY.COM

AMOS STOLTZFUS
C: (717) 327-9664
EMAIL: AMOSSTOLTZFUS83@GMAIL.COM

GARY BERLIN
C: (443) 540-7850
EMAIL: GARYBERLIN@GMAIL.COM
REPRESENTING: MD | VA | WV

DENNIS SMITH
C: (773) 988-0661
EMAIL: DENNIS@AYERSSUPPLY.COM
REPRESENTING: IL | WI

SALES REPRESENTATIVES

ULTIMATE STONE SOLUTIONS

JIM VESCI, JR.
C: (215) 290-9352
EMAIL: JVESCIJR@ULTIMATESTONESOLUTIONS.COM
REPRESENTING: PA | DE | CENTRAL & SOUTHERN NJ

JOE DORAN, SR.
C: (610) 348-0344
EMAIL: JDORAN04@GMAIL.COM
REPRESENTING: NJ | NY

JOE DORAN, JR.
C: (610) 348-0347
EMAIL: JOE.DORAN12@GMAIL.COM
REPRESENTING: NJ | LONG ISLAND | NY

ADLAR, INC.

RICHARD RZEPKA, PRESIDENT
C: (585) 469-0401
EMAIL: ADLARINC@ROCHESTER.RR.COM
REPRESENTING: NORTHERN & WESTERN NY

THE GROW AGENCY LLC

PETE SOLE, JR.
C: (317) 850-7960
EMAIL: STONE@PETESOLE.COM
REPRESENTING: IN | KY | MI | OH

IN-HOUSE STAFF

PRESIDENT
NANETTE AYERS
O: (570) 587-1318 ext 222
EMAIL: NANETTE@AYERSSUPPLY.COM

CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES

XOCHITL JUAREZ
O: (570) 587-1318 ext 238
EMAIL: XOCHITL@AYERSSUPPLY.COM

JESSICA DEACON
O: (570) 587-1318 ext 224
EMAIL: JESSICA@AYERSSUPPLY.COM

LOGISTICS

RICH KELLER (KELLER TRANSPORTING)
O: (570) 587-1318 ext 239
C: (570) 499-3065

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

LORI MAYO
O: (570) 587-1318 ext 226
EMAIL: LORI@AYERSSUPPLY.COM

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

LOREN SCHAB
O: (570) 587-1318 ext 239
EMAIL: LOREN@AYERSSUPPLY.COM

EverLast Natural Stone™
2036 Newton Ransom Boulevard
Clarks Summit, PA 18411